Glue words (K-1)
Word-family map

- am
- is
- are
- was
- were
- being
- been

be

- isn't
- aren't
- wasn't
- weren't
- ain't
- I'm
- you're
- she's (she is)
- he's (he is)
- it's (it is)
- we're
- they're
- well-being

beings
Glue words (K-1)
Word-family map

haven't
hasn't
hadn't
would've
could've
should've
I've
you've
we've
they've
he's (he has)
she's (she has)

has
had

have
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Mommy scoops the frozen orange juice out of the tin can. (Nicholas wanted a hamster)

“Please, Mrs. Owl,” said he, “how can I get to the moon?” (Willie Mouse)

to be able or allowed to do something (aux v)

A dog can stay with you at home or go with you on a hike. A dog can learn to do tricks. (Your own dog)

"This room is a real mess," said Dad. "Clean it up. Then you and Boo can go play." (A clean room)

So he stepped along the shore, by the sea, in the sand... until he came to a rusty old tin can. Is this a house for Hermit Crab? (Is this a house for Hermit Crab?)

can

a metal container for food or drink (n)
Glue words (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

“May I go out and work with Father?” asked Sam the car. “You may not,” said Mother. (Sam the car)

Every year, from the month of May, when the cold has passed, until October, hundreds of thousands of tourists visit Tadoussac to go whale watching. (The Canadian beaver)

May: the fifth month of the year (n)

On the afternoon of May 9, 1927, Anson Berry was fishing in his canoe on Round Lake in eastern Maine. (Anson Berry)

To be allowed to do or have something (aux v)

Might (aux v)

If an insect comes too close, it may be caught by the frog’s long, sticky tongue. (Visit to a pond)

The water carries some of the soil with it. The water may also carry some little rocks. (What’s stronger?)
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